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Abstract. A powerful new optical method that utilizes diffractive optic
interferometry (DOI) to measure both in-plane and out-of-plane displace-
ment with variable sensitivity using the same optical system is intro-
duced. Sensitivity is varied utilizing various combinations of the different
wavefronts produced by a conjugate pair of binary optical elements; a
transmission grating is used to produce several illumination beams,
while a reflective grating, replicated on the surface of a specimen, pro-
vides the reference for the undeformed state. A derivation of the equa-
tions that govern the method is included along with a discussion of the
experimental tests conducted to verify the theory. Overall, the results are
excellent, with experimental data agreeing to within a few percent of the
theoretical predictions. © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S0091-3286(97)01112-4]
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1 Introduction

Various combinations of diffraction gratings have be
used to measure full-field surface displacements. In 19
for example, Guild1 published a definitive treatise on th
theory of moiréfringes produced by two diffraction grat
ings of nearly equal pitches mounted in series. Post2 sub-
sequently developed methods to enhance the sensitivit
fringe multiplication techniques designed for in-plane d
placement measurement, while other researchers con
trated on the measurement of out-of-plane motion. Si
then, many different full-field optical methods have be
developed to measure surface displacement, but sim
neous measurement of all three components using the s
experimental setup is a rarity. In the few cases where
has been accomplished, there were some disadvant
Basehore and Post,3,4 for example, proposed a techniqu
whereby theu andw displacements were recorded togeth
but their approach was complex in that successive opt
filtering was required to separate the displacement com
nents. Asundi et al.5 and Asundi and Cheung,6,7 reported on
an approach for simultaneous measurement ofu, v, andw;
however, the images recorded for in-plane and out-of-pl
displacements were recorded from different positions w
different magnifications. Wang and Chiang8 integrated a
new interferometric arrangement with conventional mo´
interferometry but their method required a light source h
ing a relatively long temporal coherence length for t
measurement of the out-of-plane component. None of th
systems enabled sensitivity to be varied without replac
specimen gratings or repositioning optics.

Diffractive optic interferometry, on the other hand, h
been used to measure in-plane displacement compon
with variable sensitivity.9 The method involves the transfe
3336 Opt. Eng. 36(12) 3336–3342 (December 1997) 0091-3286/97/$
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of a reflective grating, produced by microlithography, to t
surface of a specimen. On symmetric illumination with tw
beams of mutually coherent light, the specimen grating d
fracts light along the viewing direction, creating a moi´
fringe pattern corresponding to the displacement com
nent measured perpendicular to the lines in the grating
direction parallel to the plane formed by the illuminatin
beams. Sensitivity is varied by choosing the illuminati
angle so that different pairs of diffracted wavefronts sup
impose along the viewing direction.

This paper expands on this investigation and introdu
a powerful new optical method that utilizes diffractive opt
interferometry~DOI! to measure both in-plane and out-o
plane displacement with variable sensitivity using the sa
optical system. Sensitivity is varied utilizing various com
binations of the different wavefronts produced by a con
gate pair of binary optical elements; a transmission grat
is used to produce several illumination beams, while a
flective grating, replicated on the surface of a specim
provides the reference for the undeformed state.

2 Theoretical Analysis

Figure 1 illustrates the case in which a diffractive optic
element ~diffraction grating! is illuminated by several
beams. For simplicity, the number of illuminating beam
has been restricted to four. The grating is designed so
each illumination produces a diffracted wavefront norm
to the surface.

In the figure, unit vectorsên , êm , ê2n , andê2m repre-
sent the illumination directions, whileêobs lies along the
direction of observation. When the specimen is illuminat
symmetrically with two beams, say6n, the grating dif-
fracts a portion of the wavefronts along the normal to t
10.00 © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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surface. Each diffracted beam acts as a reference for
other and their superposition is equivalent to recordin
hologram of the object in its undeformed state. The pha
displacement equation that governs the superpositio
given by,

~ ê2n2ên!•d5g•d5Nl, ~1!

whered is the displacement vector of a point on the o
ject’s surface,g is the sensitivity vector,N is the fringe
order, andl is the wavelength.

Equation~1! shows that displacement is measured p
pendicular to the angle bisector of the illuminating bea
along a direction parallel to the plane formed by them.
terms of the Cartesian coordinate system shown in Fig
the unit vectors in the direction of illumination are,

ê6n57sin ani2cosank. ~2!

Substitution of Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1! gives

u5
Nl

2 sin an
, ~3!

whereu is the displacement component along thex direc-
tion andan is the diffraction angle corresponding to eith
the6n order. The displacement is measured perpendic
to the lines in the specimen grating at a sensitivity equi
lent to that which would be obtained in geometric moire´ by
using a grating having a pitch ofl/(2 sinan). The larger
the angle of incidence, the greater the sensitivity. As m
tioned earlier, this symmetrical dual-beam illumination a
proach was proven by studying an in-plane rotation an
disk subjected to diametrical compression.9

Other combinations of orders are also possible. C
sider, for example, superimposing two different pairs
symmetrical orders. Following the arguments presented
Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the phase differences for the pairs@n,m#
and @2n,2m# are given by,

Fig. 1 Symmetric illumination of a diffractive optical element.
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~ ên2êm!•d5@~2sin ani2cosank!

2~2sin ami2cosamk!#•d

5Nnml ~4!

and

~ ê2n2ê2m!•d5@~sin ani2cosank!2~sin ami

2cosamk!#•d5N2n2ml, ~5!

respectively. A moire´ pattern is generated when these p
terns are viewed simultaneously and the effect can be
hanced by adding a common carrier to each pattern.
governing equation is given by the difference between E
~4! and ~5! as,

u5
NDl

2~sin an2sin am!
, ~6!

whereND is the moiréfringe order representing the differ
ence between the fringe patterns created by the pairs.
closer the orders, the lower the sensitivity.

A second moire´ pattern corresponding to the sum
Eqs. ~4! and ~5! can be obtained by adding an equal a
opposite carrier to the two different ordered pairs. In th
case, the moire´ pattern is governed by,

w5
NSl

2~cosam2cosan!
, ~7!

where w is the out-of-plane displacement andNS is the
moiré fringe order representing the sum of the fringe p
terns created by the pairs. Again, the closer the orders,
lower the sensitivity.

An alternative scenario is to use mixed pairs of simi
orders. By superimposing the pairs@n,2m# and @2n,m#,

~ ên2ê2m!•d5@~2sin ani2cosank!2~sin ami

2cosamk!#•d5Nn2ml ~8!

and

~ ê2n2êm!•d5@~sin ani2cosank!2~2sin ami

2cosamk!#•d5N2nml. ~9!

In this case, the moire´ patterns corresponding to the diffe
ence and the sum are,

u5
NDl

2~sin an1sin am!
~10!

and

w5
NSl

2~cosam2cosan!
, ~11!

respectively. Note that the sensivity to in-plane displa
ment is enhanced by choosing a larger difference betw
n and m and that Eq.~11! is the same as Eq.~7!. The
3337Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 12, December 1997
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advantage of using this approach to measure in-plane
placement, as opposed to the more conventional appro
which relies on a symmetrical illumination, is that a com
parable sensitivity can be achieved by illuminating t
specimen at smaller angles. This enables the system t
made more compact.

Higher sensitivity to the out-of-plane displacement c
be achieved by placing a partially reflecting mirror in t
line of sight and then recording two symmetrical orde
separately with the zero order. For the pairs@n,0# and
@2n,0#,

~ ên2ê0!•d5@~2sin ani2cosank!2~2k!#•d5Nn0l.
~12!

and

~ ê2n2ê0!•d5@~sin ani2cosank!2~2k!#•d5N2n0l.
~13!

Superimposing, we obtain the sum

w5
NSl

2~12cosan!
. ~14!

Note that Eq.~14! is also predicted by Eqs.~7! and ~11!
with am50.

Still higher sensitivity can be achieved using the be
reflected from the splitter as a reference wavefront
record a hologram with a normal illumination and observ
tion. The governing equation for this pattern is,

w5
Nl

2
. ~15!

The sensitivity can be further enhanced by applying
method introduced by Gilbert and Herrick.10 The procedure
involves recording two double exposure holograms e
recorded using one of a pair of symmetrical illuminati
beams. Equal and opposite phase changes are introd
into the holographic recording between exposures so
the resulting interference patterns superimpose to produ
moiré fringe pattern corresponding to their sum. For a du
beam illumination atan , the moirépattern is governed by

w5
NSl

2~11cosan!
. ~16!

The major disadvantage of recording holograms, howe
is that the difference between the reference and ob
beam path lengths must be within the coherence lengt
the laser. Secondary reflections may cause problems
intensity balancing is required. Since the use of a partia
reflecting mirror complicates the optical setup and provid
little advantage other than high sensitivity, it is not em
ployed or demonstrated herein. However, if this approac
incorporated into the DOI system, it is theoretically po
sible to vary the sensitivity for both in-plane and out-o
plane displacement from 0 to the point at which fring
correspond to displacements that are multiples ofl/4;
twice the sensitivity that can be achieved using the conv
3338 Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 12, December 1997
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tional methods of moire´ interferometry and norma
illumination/observation holographic interferometry.

3 Design and Production of the Binary Optical
Elements

The 50.8350.8 mm (232 in.) binary optical element use
to illustrate DOI was produced by reactive ion etchi
~RIE!. A chrome mask was first prepared using a stand
computer controlled pattern generator with a step and
peat camera. The mask pattern was then transferred to
toresist on a quartz substrate using a mask aligner.
completed photoresist mask@1.3 mm (5.1231025 in.)
thick# served as the etch mask during the RIE process w
Freon-23 as the reactive gas. The rf power was 150 W.
grating was etched 0.128mm (5.0431026 in.) deep. It was
designed for a wavelength of 514.5 nm (2.0331025 in.) as
a Dammann grating that produces a 1-D array of diffrac
light having comparable intensities in the zeroth diffracti
order and the first three diffraction order pairs. The grat
has a fundamental period~pitch! of 10 mm ~3.94
31024 in.). Table 1 lists the angles of illumination and th
measurement sensitivity for a dual-beam symmetrical i
mination. The grating was used directly in transmission
provide multiple illuminations; a reflective replica wa
transferred to a test specimen using the process devel
for moiré interferometry.11

4 Experimental Setup and Initial Alignment

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup used to illustr
three-dimensional displacement measurement using diff
tive optic interferometry. A collimated laser beam is us
to illuminate a transmission grating having a structu
equivalent to the reflective grating deposited on the sp
men. The transmission grating diffracts the incoming be
to produce a number of different outgoing wavefronts. T
collimated beams corresponding to the desired diffract
orders are allowed to separate until each beam can be
flected to the specimen using a different mirror. When
mirrors are properly positioned and aligned, the specim
grating recombines these beams along the normal to
surface where a digitizing camera is positioned for viewin
Both gratings are assumed to have lines in only one dir
tion to simplify the ensuing discussion.

The system is initially aligned using an unexpanded
ser beam. The transmission grating is positioned norma
the illuminating beam with the grating in the vertical dire
tion. In this orientation, diffraction takes place in the ho
zontal direction. After the transmission grating is tilte
sightly to avoid secondary reflections, the zero order is

Table 1 Sensitivity range for the Dammann grating.

Diffraction Order, n

Angle of
Illumination, an

(deg)

Measurement
Sensitivity
(mm/fringe)

61 2.95 5

62 5.91 2.5

63 8.88 1.67
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup for diffractive optic interferometry.
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flected by a mirror, temporarily positioned along the line
sight, to the center of the region of interest on the spe
men. A small aperture is positioned between the mirror a
the specimen, and the specimen grating is adjusted so
diffraction takes place in a horizontal direction. Then, t
other mirrors are located at the intersections of the be
produced by the transmission grating and those diffrac
from the specimen. The mirrors are adjusted to illumin
the specimen so that the diffracted beams returning al
the line of sight pass through the aperture.

In cases where the zero order is required to obtain hig
sensitivity to out-of-plane displacement, a partially refle
ing mirror must be installed between the mirror and t
aperture. The secondary reflection can be used to h
graphically record the out-of-plane displacement and
align the camera system. When the zero order is not
quired, the mirror used for the initial alignment is remov
so that the camera system can be installed to view
specimen directly along its normal. The viewing system
aligned using the unexpanded beams diffracted b
through the aperture by the higher order wavefronts.

Once the optics are in place, the aperture is removed
the laser beam is expanded and collimated. All of the
ders are blocked except for the lowest pair, which are
justed using the mirrors to obtain a null field. Then, one
these beams is blocked while the other is allowed to in
fere separately with each of the remaining beams. T
alignment procedure is continued by adjusting the mirr
used to control the higher orders until null fields are o
tained.

5 Experimental Testing

The system shown in Fig. 2 was constructed using a c
jugate pair of diffractive optical elements designed to p
duce three highly efficient higher order diffraction pair
Each of the optical elements was oriented vertically so t
diffraction occurred in the horizontal direction. In all tes
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/13/2013 T
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the specimen was viewed directly along its normal by
moving the mirror used to initially align the undiffracte
beam.

The first series of tests was conducted to verify th
in-plane motion could be measured with variable sensit
ity. The images shown in Fig. 3 correspond to a 25
325.4 mm (131 in.) square area located on a specim
that was rotated 10 arcsec~0.167 deg! around its normal.
The fringe patterns in the upper left and upper right we
obtained by isolating the@21,11# and @22,12# diffrac-
tion pairs, respectively.

Fig. 3 Displacement fields obtained for an in-plane rigid body rota-
tion.
3339Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 12, December 1997
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Table 2 Comparison of the normalized displacements for an in-plane rotation.

Superposition Theoretical Basis Number of Fringes
Relative

Displacement Percentage Error

@21,11# Equation (3) 14.5 0.986 11.4

@22,12# Equation (3) 28.5 0.966 13.4

[21,12;11,12 (C)] Equation (6) 15.0 1.020 22.0

[21,12;11,22 (C)] Equation (10) 45.0 1.018 21.8
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The pattern on the lower left of the figure shows t
results obtained by superimposing different pairs of sy
metrical orders$@21,22# and @11,12#%, while the pat-
tern on the lower right shows those obtained by super
posing mixed pairs of similar orders$@21,12# and @11,
22#%. These superpositions were created by introduc
vertical carrier patterns into the second diffraction orde
This was accomplished by rotating the22 mirror around a
vertical axis to the left and the12 mirror, through the
same amount, around a vertical axis to the right. After
images corresponding to the diffraction pairs were sup
imposed, a Sobel filter was applied to increase fringe c
trast.

Theory predicts that the relative displacement betw
the points located in the upper and lower extremes of
images is 0.074 mm~0.0029 in.!, and that fringes should
form perpendicular to the angle bisector between the vir
and specimen gratings. Since the angular rotation is sm
the fringes appear nearly horizontal as expected. Tab
compares the experimentally measured displacements
theory. In the table, the relative displacement is normali
with respect to the predicted value. The results agree
within 4% error, proving Eqs.~3!, ~6! and~10! to be valid.

Fig. 4 The u-displacement fields obtained from a diametrically
loaded disk.
neering, Vol. 36 No. 12, December 1997
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A second series of tests was conducted using a 50.8
~2 in.! diameter disk placed under diametrical compressi
The 3.175 mm~0.125 in.! thick disk was machined from a
sheet of cast acrylic~Lucite-L!. The material has an elasti
modulus of 2.9 GPa~427 ksi! and a Poisson ratio of 0.33
Figure 4 shows theu-displacement fields obtained with th
grating aligned vertically. The disk was compressed by
plying a 757 N~170 lb! load in the vertical direction. The
images were generated by the same methods employe
obtain those shown in Fig. 3. The relative numbers
fringes on the disk agree to within a few percent of tho
predicted by substituting the values in Table 1 into the g
erning equations. Figure 5, on the other hand, shows
results of a quantitative study performed to extract
strainexx along the horizontal center line of the disk usin
the fringe pattern obtained with the@22,12# orders.

A third series of tests was conducted to demonstrate
out-of-plane displacement can be measured via Eqs.~7! and
~11!. This was accomplished by using a centrally load
circularly clamped plate constructed by sandwiching a 1
mm ~5 in.! diameter, 3.175 mm~0.125 in.! thick acrylic
disk between a retaining plate and a steel frame. The
terial has an elastic modulus of 2.9 GPa~427 ksi! and a
Poisson ratio of 0.33. The inner lip of the retaining pla
created an effective 76.2 mm~3 in.! diameter fixed-suppor
condition. Due to grating size limitations and the symme
cal nature of the problem, the specimen grating was re
cated over one quarter of the disk.

Figure 6 shows the out-of-plane displacement fields
tained when the center of the disk was displaced outw
through 0.089 mm~0.0035 in.! The patterns on the left an
right were obtained by superimposing mixed and symme

Fig. 5 Strain exx along the horizontal center line of a diametrically
loaded disk.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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cal pairs, respectively. In both cases, a vertical carrier w
added to the third orders by rotating the23 and13 mir-
rors, through the same amount, but in different directio
around a vertical axis. A Sobel filter was also applied. T
fringes should be concentric but slight perturbations oc
because a perfect null field could not be achieved dur
the initial alignment.

Figure 7, on the other hand, shows the in-plane displa
ment field recorded using the second order diffraction p
The jump discontinuities in the fringe pattern are due
misalignment suffered during the step-and-repeat proc
used to fabricate the specimen grating. The magnitude
the maximum in-plane displacement is 0.0086 m
~0.00034 in.!; approximately one tenth that of the max
mum out-of-plane displacement.

A quantitative study was performed for points locat
along the diameter of the clamped plate. The theory
plates and shells12 predicts that,

w5
Pr2

8pD
ln

r

a
1

P

16pD
~a22r 2!, ~17!

where P is the applied load,a is the radius andr is the
radial position. The quantityD is given by

D5
Eh3

12~12v2!
, ~18!

whereh is the thickness,v is the Poisson ratio andE is the
elastic modulus. The comparison between the experim
and theory is shown in Fig. 8; the displacementw is nor-
malized with respect to the center deflectionw0 . The re-

Fig. 6 The w-displacement fields obtained from a centrally loaded
plate.
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sults agree to within a few percent, clearly demonstrat
that out-of-plane displacement can also be measured u
DOI.

6 Conclusions

DOI represents an eloquent solution to the very comp
problem of recording all three Cartesian displacement co
ponents over the full field, with variable sensitivity, usin
the same optical system. In addition to these attributes
images are recorded from the same position, only one b
expansion is required, alignment is simple, and path len
and polarization are easily controlled. Considering the
tributes and limitations associated with all of the other o
tical measurement techniques currently available for d
placement measurement, DOI represents a signific
breakthrough in the area of experimental stress analysi

Fig. 7 The u-displacement field obtained from a centrally loaded
plate.

Fig. 8 Deflection along the diameter of a centrally loaded plate.
3341Optical Engineering, Vol. 36 No. 12, December 1997
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